Services
Akashic Records
~ The Library of Living Light ~

~ The Library of Living Light ~
The Akashic Library or (Akasha) is a Repository of Records and holds the energetics
of past, present and possible future lives and their events. The Akasha is said to
be the Library of all events and responses concerning consciousness in all realities.
Each Periodical is a Book of Life that tells one’s Story. The Library or (Hall) of these
Records is where all soul’s Akashic Records are Housed energetically within a Zero
Point Energy Field. Here, one may obtain the necessary information of their
Karmic Life-Events and also receive a Collective-Wisdom to gain insight to heal,
and begin to balance out these experiences. It is important of this life’s incarnation,
that one becomes free from Old Memory that no longer Serves the Soul.

Wouldn’t it be great to get to the Root-Cause of problems, illnesses, reoccurring situations, and Karmic misalignments, so that the Life being
Lived in the here and now, can be of Harmony, Balance and Peace?

A thought ~
Is it possible that you are still living in a Karmic Movie, still Looping in a Motion of
Memory being repeated in this lifetime?
Do you have any type of Fear ~ i.e. flying in an airplane, basements, heights,
swimming in deep water, being around animals, tight spaces or more?

Do you feel a strange energy around those in your place of Employment? Are there
constant situations or drama with particular co-workers that doesn’t get resolved?
Are you in constant and chronic pain, though every time you seek medical
treatment, they are unable to diagnose the issue or problem?
Are you in a Toxic Relationship, and/or is your Love life having ups and downs, and
you can’t seem to get the Constant Conflicts Resolved? Do you seem to repeat
and/or attract the same types of relationships one after another, and feel as if You
are the problem?
Do you have any types of Addictions, and have tried every treatment under the sun,
and are still living with it?
Are you always in financial poverty, never being able to get ahead, and you remain
in a constant imbalance of income?
Do you have low self-esteem, anxiety, emotional trauma, mental thoughts that are
unkind and/or misunderstood, do you have self-sabotaging behavior?
The Above mentioned, are only a FEW symptoms of what many live through, on a
daily basis. They cannot figure out a way to be Released of this, or even understand
what the underlying Root-Cause of the situation or problem is.
**********
Here below, are only a FEW thoughts and feelings that many wonder about, and
are Curious of why they feel this Connectivity, pull or draw towards a Person, Place
or Situation.
**********
Do you ever feel Instantly connected to another being, like a kindred spirit, or that
possibly you have been with this person or have known them before?
Have you ever had a Déjà vu with another person, place or situation? Have you
ever traveled somewhere, and when you arrived, you had a sense of being there
before, with a strong familiarity?
Are you attracted to a certain Time-Period of life, i.e., the Roaring 20’s, the Roman
Coliseum, Atlantis, Lemuria, Egypt and/or War times?

Are you fascinated with Science, the Power of Electricity, History, Medicine, Nature,
Cosmology, Engineering and more?
Do you see Repeated Number Sequences over and over, and wonder why or what
the meaning of these numbers are to you, and how they connect to your life?
Do you ever feel that there is Something more in life that you are supposed to be
doing, though you Just can’t put your finger on what it is?
Do you feel super connected to Soul Groups of the same interest?
All of these questions can be answered one-by-one, through the Review of the
Akashic Records as the Soul is Ready to be Revealed.
Some may want to know everything all at once; like the What, Why, When, and
Where about of the Life-Event.
Through Years of Practice and Study, I have Personally learned that Everything
happens in Impeccable timing.
Some want to Review and Receive all their Karmic Records at once. We have to
remember that our lives did not happen all at once, and there are many Layers to
be Lifted to be able to Review and Reflect the Story being shown.
If Karmic-Lessons have not been fully Lived out yet, and the Record is still Playing,
then we typically will have to finish the Lesson being Lived out, before the whole
story can be Reviewed and Released.
Bits and pieces are Always shown, and it is important to let the Karmic Lesson be
Completed, so that we don’t ever have to Rewind and Play it over again.
We must also remember, that usually we are not ‘alone’ in this Records Review,
and that others around us are a part of this past too. So, if they haven’t completed
the same book you are in, then the Completion and Sealing of the Records may take
a bit longer.
All of this may seem a bit complicated, though it really isn’t.
In our Past, we seemingly had to wait forever for the Cycles of time to Reincarnate
us back into another lifetime, to only try the Lesson over again.

We have had to come back to the Earth’s Stage, and Play the Act and Role again,
as Practice makes Perfect.
We are in a God-Speed of Energy in this Lifetime and most of those seeking the
Soul’s Truths are Ready and Willing to Remember, Review, Release and Receive
Now.
The Karmic Council is Constantly with you, overseeing and Energetically working
with you in your Assistance to Clear these Records in Review. We want to clear
this now, so we don’t have to come back and do it again.

**********

Are you ready to Understand and Discern the lingering Questions that you have
regarding your Life’s Records?
When we Read, and Review your Divine Soul Blueprint, we don’t just leave one in
the Mystery of it all, and leave you stranded to figure it out on your own, we assist
one to find their Mastery of the I Am.
We help you to Remember your Story, and to make the Coded-Connections from
your Past Life, as to what is the most Pertinent information needed of this life time,
of its Reveal.
After one is Remembered, there is an Activation to Assist you through the Release
of the Karmic Situation.
We offer Transmissions to open and Activate the Seven-Seals, also known as
chakras, which may be holding Memory in Motion (looping) to be released, so that
one may Increase their life with an ability to Heal and Balance.
After the Review is Finalized, we help you to learn how to Receive through the Keys
of Self-Mastery.
Many have said, that the instant the Old Karmic Record is Released, the Benefits of
Receiving is quickened. While others still have Records of Repeat that are so deep,

it may require more Layers to be Lifted, and as we mentioned earlier, “Timing is
Impeccable”. Rome wasn’t built in a day, and neither were we.

The Akashic Records
Remember ~ Review ~ Release ~ Receive
Clearing the old Records of Past is a first step to Healing.
Reviewing & Releasing Karmic Records and Memory still connected to the current
incarnation and its effects, begins to Heal past life issues, emotional traumas,
memory looping, illness, dis-ease, energetic misalignments and more.
Remembering the Soul’s Contract to a Point of Release and its old Energy bounded
by Memory is important to let go, so that the Soul can begin to ultimately Receive
in this Current Incarnation, to that of what is most Pertinent to one’s Healing and
Balancing of their Life-Records.
Benefits~
When one “finally” gets to the Root-Cause of the Problem or Situation, there is
always an immediate sense of Relief. The Embodiment’s System is very Intelligent
and only wants you to be Happy and Healthy. Releasing is the KEY.
This Key of Release is our Confirmation.
The Root-Cause is no longer growing with pain, anxiety, illness or problems that
were once overriding the current Life to Live Freely.
Once we Release and Receive, we get that moment of ah-ha, I get it now.
Once the decision has been made to fully Remember, Review and Release, the
next Key is Received to open another New Door, to a fulfilling and Rewarding
Experience.

Once Confirmation is Realized from within the Soul’s Spirit, many feel as if they
have Moved a Mountain. Feeling this Release, they sense walking through a
Gateway of Goodness offering freedom and Awakened Abilities.
After the Review of the Record has been Cleared and Completed of the Old
Programming, there is still a Commitment of Peace one needs to obtain to Keep
their Record Free; thus, allowing the person to Move forward, and live without any
Debilitating Debt of Karmic Past.
As a Visionary and Librarian of Light, Mary has been Receiving Other’s Akaschic
Records to Review and Read, since she was a little girl. She couldn’t deny what
was being shown and/or lived. Though she didn’t quite understand at the time
what was being Revealed, she continued to be Open and Receptive to Receive. It
has taken her Decades to Discern the ins-and-outs of this Amazing Library of Light.
In in a Continual Dedication, she has Committed her life to helping others help
themselves, by opening the Akaschic Records from the Shelves of their LightLibrary to Remember, Review, Release and Receive.

Testimonies
I find it so interesting how with all of the spiritual activities going on, I have not felt
the urge or push to attend any of them; And now your work, which suddenly
resonated so strongly with me that it was as though my guides were making it
impossible for me not to be there. I have been receiving your newsletters for
months and all of a sudden with the last one I was compelled to schedule the
Akashic reading with you followed by a strong urgency to not wait, but to receive
my activation now and to learn more about the activations. Of course, there were
moments when I wondered why couldn’t I just wait? What’s the rush??? But those
thoughts were immediately crushed by the intense urge to just go and not be
concerned about the impractically or urgency.

I can honestly say that by attending the session was one of the most important
choices I’ve made in my life. I can’t intellectually explain it but I know in my heart
that I received a special blessing from you and the Ascended Masters and your
helpers. You give of your heart to assist others on the path that is the beauty of it,
the giving of your time and energies with no thought of anything in return. You
help from the heart... And God takes care of the rest. Wow that is what it’s all
about! I love that! That is Faith, that is Trust, that is Truth, and that is Love… thank
you, Mary!

Divine Blessings to Thee

Mary Martin
Minister ~ Messenger ~ Medium
Spiritual Mastery Teacher-Healer of Earth’s Classroom.
Offering Transmissional-Teachings in the Keys of Self-Mastery, the I Am
Presence and the Return of the Divine Feminine.
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